Mary Mary (Series 2)
13 X 1 HOUR
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Road Test
Mary Mary are back on tour promoting their latest record. Tina is pregnant and pushing herself too
hard, while Erica is still recovering from recently giving birth to Zaya. And manager Mitchell isn’t
happy with stylist/sister Goo’s choices.

2. Bachelorette Party
Mary Mary’s promo week is deemed a success when their new record reaches number 1, but Tina
may have pushed herself too hard. Meanwhile, Erica and Goo are overwhelmed planning Alana’s
racy bachelorette party.

3. Boyfriend Drama
Tina is pregnant and overdoes it with her daughter at an amusement park, putting a Mary Mary
concert in jeopardy. Meanwhile, Goo’s boyfriend Justin and Mitch nearly come to blows when
Justin involves himself in Mary Mary business matters.

4. All Night Wrong
Mary Mary has a performance at the Apollo Theatre to honour Lionel Richie, but when their hectic
lives as mothers and wives keeps them from learning the lyrics to All Night Long, it turns into a
disaster.

5. Wedding Crasher
Erica and Tina’s sister, Alana, is getting married, and the Marys must survive bridezilla, their father
forgetting his tux, and Goo’s boyfriend crashing her car, which leads to a confrontation.

6. The Showdown
Mary Mary head to Dallas for hugely important concert (Oprah attends). But will tensions between
Mary Mary and their manager, Mitch, take centre stage?
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7. Pregnant Pause
Mary Mary begins intense choreography rehearsals for their upcoming Essence performance, but
when Teddy finds out that Tina is pushing herself too hard and suffers an emergency pregnancy
scare, he may pull the plug.

8. Solo Opportunity
Despite Teddy’s concerns about her pregnancy, Tina forges ahead at a concert in Chicago with
her sights set on Mary Mary’s upcoming Essence performance, while Erica interviews for a solo
gig.

9. Fight of a Lifetime
Mary Mary heads to New Orleans for their hugely anticipated Essence performance. They receive
a lifetime achievement award, but Tina’s behaviour only confirms for Erica that going solo is the
right decision.

10. Essence of the Conflict
Mary Mary become the first gospel group to perform on the main stage at the Essence Festival,
but constant bickering may end it all on a sour note.

11. New Beginnings
The family is overjoyed when Tina gives birth to her son, Santana, but that isn’t the only major
change in the world of the Marys. Erica travels to Atlanta for her first solo performance, which falls
flat.

12. Beginning of the End
Mary Mary embarks on their Fall Tour, but Tina refuses to be pushed by Mitch, Goo decides to
move to Atlanta to be with boyfriend, Justin, and a rift caused by Erica’s solo venture threatens the
future of Mary Mary.

13. Crossroads
Erica and Tina’s Fall Tour may be their last performance as Mary Mary, but will their magical
chemistry on stage and sisterly love keep them together?
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